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ABSTRACT

Conventional interactive 3D tree modeling systems are generally
based on 2D input devices, and it’s not convenient to generate de-
sired 3D tree shape from 2D inputs due to the complexity of 3D tree
structures. In this paper, we present a system for modeling trees
interactively using a 3D gesture-based VR platform. The system
contains a head-mounted display (HMD) and a 6-DOF motion con-
troller for interaction. We propose an improved procedural modeling
method to generate trees faster for VR platform. Using the 6-DOF
motion controller, users can manipulate tree structures by a set of
3D interactive operations, including geometric editing using 3D
gestures, sketching, brushing and silhouette-guided growth. Our
interactions are more flexible and convenient than using traditional
2D input devices, e.g., we allow the user to simultaneously rotate
and translate parts of a tree using a 3D gesture.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Human computer in-
teraction (HCI)—Interaction paradigms—Virtual reality; Computing
methodologies—Computer graphics—Shape modeling

1 INTRODUCTION

Realistic tree models play an important role in computer and VR
applications. Due to their enormous structural complexity, modeling
trees manually with traditional modeling software is quite ineffi-
cient and complicated. Hence, numerous specialized plant modeling
approaches have been developed to automatically synthesize real-
istic plant models. Procedural modeling is an important form of
such modeling approaches [8, 14, 15]. It assumes that trees have a
recursive and repetitive architecture and adopts rule-based or self-
organizing strategies for tree modeling. Although these methods
can generate different species of trees, it is hard for users to control
the plant structure and determine proper rules and parameters for
goal-oriented modeling. To control the shape of tree effectively,
many interactive tree modeling approaches have been proposed.
Sketch-based methods [12,20] infer 3D structures from 2D sketches.
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Figure 1: Modeling operations and results of our interactive system.

However, existing interactive systems are generally based on tradi-
tional 2D input devices, such as a mouse or a digital pen, which are
often inconvenient for users due to the complex 3D structures of
trees.

VR immerses users into a virtual environment and is able to pro-
vide flexible and continuous interactions using 3D gestures. Taking
advantage of this, we developed an interactive system for modeling
trees based on a VR platform. Our aim is to combine the advan-
tages of VR devices and procedural modeling. We provide five
main mechanisms to create a tree as shown in Fig. 1, these include
automatic growth, rotation and translation of branches, sketching
branches, brushing density fields for the foliage as well as editing
the silhouette. The system contains an HMD for display and a 6-
DOF motion controller for interaction (see Fig. 2). Our setup allows
users to perform translations and rotations simultaneously using the
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Figure 2: Interactive tree modeling system.

motion controller, users can change their position by head rotation
instead of adjusting a camera using the mouse during editing. We
also provide a more precise method to control the angle of rotation
using the touchpad of the controller. Tree growth can be guided by a
3D-brush and the intended silhouette of the model. All parameters
for modeling can be changed using the touchpad during brushing.

The contributions of our work include the following two aspects:
(1) We improve the procedural modeling method using guided and
weighted markers to generate trees faster for VR devices; (2) Using
a 6-DOF motion controller, users can edit tree structures directly
with 3D gestures and sketch the 3D tree skeleton. Our interactions
are more flexible and convenient than traditional 2D input devices.

2 RELATED WORK

In the past few years, a lot of tree modeling approaches have been
proposed to create models efficiently. Trees can be generated au-
tomatically using approaches such as rule-based procedural mod-
eling [3, 17], point clouds or image-based methods [2, 10, 21, 24].
Prusinkiewicz et al. presented several L-systems for modeling vari-
ous tree types with different rules and parameters [15, 16]. However,
designing appropriate rules for specific species is quite difficult and
complicated. To ease this, Deussen and Lintermann [4, 9] devel-
oped the Xfrog system that combines the strength of rule-based
approaches with geometric modeling. Runions et al. [19] distribute
points randomly in a 3D envelope and use these points to model
trees using a space colonization method. Pałubicki et al. [14] extend
the space colonization algorithm and present two kinds of light allo-
cation mechanisms for generating more realistic trees. Hu et al. [6]
model trees in batches from the airborne LiDAR point clouds. These
point clouds are segmented into individual trees using normalized
cuts. Subsequently, the tree skeletons are reconstructed from the
points using a bottom-up greedy algorithm. Guo et al. [5] apply a
procedural modeling technique for modeling trees from multi-view
photographs. Wang et al. [22] generate novel 3D tree model varia-
tions from existing ones via geometric and structural blending. All
these methods, however, do not allow to meet artists’ requirements,
since they work automatically.

To control tree structures more effectively, interactive tree mod-
eling has been developed. Okabe et al. [12] use a 2D sketch of a
tree and generate a 3D tree model by expanding the distances be-
tween the branches as much as possible. Tan et al. [20] designed
a sketching method to reconstruct the tree model from a single im-
age. Several strokes are drawn to mark up leaf regions and visible
branches for guiding the synthesis. Chen et al. [1] convert user’s free-
hand sketches into a 3D tree model by a Markov random field based
on parameters obtained from a database of tree models. Since all
of these sketch-based methods involve complex parameter analysis,
their computational efficiency is low. Longay et al. [11] developed
a system for modeling trees interactively using procedural mod-

Figure 3: Space colonization. (a) Perception volume and occupancy
zone of a bud. (b) Competition for markers between two buds by [14].
(c) Our improved competition strategy.

Figure 4: Markers in red are generated only around the alive buds for
each iteration.

eling with a multi-touch tablet interface. Yang et al. [25] built a
selection-and-recommendation system to recommend tree models
according to the 2D input strokes. Users can select ’liked’ trees that
share some similar shape features with the desired one. Quigley
et al. [18] simulated tree animation interactively with the influence
of fictitious forces, wind, etc. However, interacting with 3D tree
models using traditional 2D input devices, such as a mouse, digital
pen or tablet is inconvenient. Furthermore, such 2D input devices
cannot support a large range of movements and 3D interaction. On-
ishi et al. [13] obtain the 3D skeleton of a tree directly based on an
interactive L-system and some gestures. This method, however, still
edits the tree model by changing the string of the L-System instead
of manipulating the tree directly.

3 IMPROVED PROCEDURAL TREE MODELING

Pałubicki et al. [14] presented a procedural modeling method for tree
models based on a space colonization algorithm. In their approach,
the space available for growth is represented by a set of marker points.
Markers are generated in the whole tree volume using a uniform
random distribution. Similar to the concept of multi-way trees as
data structures, they describe a tree as a hierarchically bottom-up
organized structure [3]. The connection between two nodes is called

Figure 5: Tree models generated by our procedural method using
different parameters.
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Figure 6: Our system interface with the control panel and pointer.

internode. An internode associated with several leaves and buds
forms a metamer. Each active bud may generate a sequence of
metamers if there is space available. The method assumes that each
bud is surrounded by a spherical occupancy zone of radius ρ and
has a conical perception volume characterized by the perception
angle θ and radius r (see Fig. 3 (a)). We set these default parameters
to ρ = 2, r = 4 and θ = 75◦. If a marker is competed by several
buds at the same time, it will be associated with the closest bud
(see Fig. 3 (b)). The growth direction of a bud can be written as:

�vopt =
1
N ∑N

i �vi, with�vi a normalized vector formed by the bud and
the marker position i.
As shown in Fig. 3 (b), buds tend to generate branches far from

each other, which is effective to avoid intersections. However, it’s
costly to associate each marker to the closest bud. In original algo-
rithm [14], for each marker, all close buds within radius r are found
at first, so that a large number of distances between markers and
buds have to be calculated. The closest one can be determined from
such buds near the marker. Moreover, the required distribution of
many markers within the tree space results in a huge point cloud and
complex computations.
To model trees faster in VR devices, we improve the space col-

onization method using weighted and guided markers. At first,
for each iteration, each active bud will generate a fixed number
of markers around it within distance κ · r (κ = 2 to 4), as shown
in Fig. 4. When a bud generates a new marker i, we calculate a
direction�vm(i) formed by i and the bud. Moreover, the weight ωi
of marker i can be obtained from the normal distribution, that is,

ωi =
1√
2πσ

exp
(
− d2i

2σ 2

)
, where σ = 1, and di denotes the distance

between i and its parent bud. As shown in Fig. 3 (c), the blue and
red markers are generated by bud A and B, respectively. Instead
of associating markers to the closest bud, the direction �vm(i) will
also let bud A tend to grow far away from B. After integrating grav-
ity, the final growth direction�v f inal(A) of bud A can be written as

follows: �v f inal(A) = norm
(
�vopt +∑M

i ωi�vm(i)+λ�vg
)
, where M is

the number of markers which are located in the perception volume
of bud A but generated by bud B.�vg = (0,−1,0)T is the direction
of gravity. By adjusting the modeling parameters, we can create
diverse realistic tree models as shown in Fig. 5.

4 VR-BASED INTERACTIVE MODELING

The interface of our system is shown in Fig. 6. We provide a simple
control panel to select the operation mode and use a blue ray to
indicate the direction of the controller. As mentioned above, our
modeling system provides several operations for users to manipulate
the tree structure interactively. The operations support 3D editing,
3D sketching, modeling guided by a brush as well as a silhouette. In
this chapter, we will introduce each operation in detail. To show our
modeling effect more clearly, we will use less or even no leaves in

Figure 7: Direct 3D Editing: Simultaneous rotation and translation of
a part of a tree using a 6-DOF motion controller.

Figure 8: Left: the touchpad of controller; right: precise rotation using
the touchpad.

the following chapters.

4.1 3D Editing using the controller
With traditional 2D input devices, like mouse or digital pen, the
edit operations are often inconvenient and discontinuous for users
to design 3D models. For example, user must perform rotation and
translation operations separately, and must adjust camera position
constantly when manipulating the models in 3D because the opera-
tions are limited in 2D. By contrast, the 6-DOF motion controller
allows user to manipulate tree models more intuitively and continu-
ously. It’s easy to directly edit the model in 3D and simultaneously
change both position and orientation of the selected part using the
6-DOF controller (see Fig. 7). The translation and rotation of the
controller can be directly mapped to the selected tree part.
Generally, using the transformation of controller directly can

roughly meet the requirement for the precision of rotation. However,
it’s not enough for some high-precision case because the degree of
rotating wrist is difficult to control. Thus, we provide an alterna-
tive approach for precise rotation using the touchpad of controller.
Moreover, this approach is also suitable for some low-level 3-DOF
controllers which are still common on the market.
Concretely, user translates the selected part of a tree by moving

the controller in space and rotates the part by sliding finger on the
touchpad at the same time (see Fig. 8). The angle of rotation θ =
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Figure 9: Sketching directly with 3D gesture using the 6-DOF con-
troller.

Figure 10: Sketching with depth by rotating the drawing plane using
the touchpad.

τ · arccos
{

(P1−u)·(P2−u)
|P1−u||P2−u|

}
, where P1 and P2 are the positions before

and after sliding respectively, u = (127.5,127.5)T represents the
origin of the coordinate. τ = sign({(P1−u)× (P2−u)} .z) denotes
the direction of rotation, here,× represents the cross product, P′1 =
(P1.x,P1.y,0)

T and P′2 = (P2.x,P2.y,0)
T.

4.2 3D Sketching with the controller
Using the existing sketch-based modeling methods [1, 12, 20], mod-
eler can generate tree skeleton by sketching several 2D strokes.
However, 2D strokes cannot reflect the 3D structure clearly. And it’s
inefficient to infer the 3D skeleton from the 2D intersecting branch
strokes.
In this paper, we build a sketch system based on 6-DOF motion

controller. With the controller, user can directly draw 3D skeleton
strokes using 3D gestures as shown in Fig. 9. In addition, similar to
3D Editing, we also provide an additional version based on touchpad
for some inferior 3-DOF controllers. We calculate the distance
from the pressed position P to the touchpad center u. Then we
mapped the distance into an angle α between 0 to 90 degree, that is:

α =
2‖P−u‖2

255 ·90◦. As shown in Fig. 10, angle α is used to rotate a
2D drawing plane around the axis defined by the horizon and current
position. User can sketch 3D skeleton by drawing on this plane.
As a result, it can achieve a similar effect as 3D sketching using a
6-DOF controller directly.

4.3 3D Brush and Silhouette based modeling
User can guide the growth of a tree by distributing markers using
brush or silhouette as in the TreeSketch [11]. However, TreeSketch
only provides 2D operations and need multiple fingers for interaction.
In this paper, we present a faster and more controllable version to
modeling trees interactively using the 6-DOF controller. Our system
enables user to brush 3D strokes directly and change the parameters
easily with touchpad during moving the controller.

Brushing with 3D gesture and guiding direction. We imple-
ment the brush by generating markers along with the strokes drawn
by user. Trees will grow within the space defined by these markers
(red dots in Fig. 11). However, using procedural modeling approach

Figure 11: Tree models created by brushing with 3D gesture.

Figure 12: Results without/with the guiding direction of brushes.

only, branches will grow too randomly and intricately as shown in
Fig. 12 Left. To make the tree structure more controllable, for each
maker i, we first calculate the distance di from i to the stroke and
record the stroke direction�vstroke(i) (see Fig. 13). Then marker i will
be weighed as ωi according to di using the normal distribution. In
this situation, the final bud growth direction�v f inal can be described

as: �v f inal = norm
(
�vopt +∑N

i ωi�vstroke(i)
)
. As a result, the branches

will grow more fittingly along with the brush strokes as shown in
Fig. 12 Right.

In addition, the sketching operation is not limited to a 2D plane.
Using the motion controller, a modeler can draw brush strokes with
3D gesture directly. Moreover, some parameters, like the radius of
brush and the density of markers, can be changed continuously by
the touchpad during brushing the strokes (see Fig. 14).

Figure 13: Weight distribution of markers (The darker the blue, the
greater the weight).
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Figure 14: Left: The density of markers can be changed continuously
by touchpad during brushing with 3D gesture. Right: How the touch-
pad controls the two kinds of parameters, including the density of
markers and the radius of brush.

Figure 15: The mask image used for generating markers in silhouette.

Silhouette based modeling. Longay et al. [11] and Wang et
al. [23] apply a Teddy-like method [7] to construct a 3D hull from a
2D silhouette sketch, which can be used for guiding the tree growth.
However, it will take a lot of time to checking if each marker is inside
the hull. In this paper, we describe a simple but faster method to
generate markers within silhouette for VR platform. After drawing
the silhouette sketch, we first project it into a 2D binary mask image
with camera in front. The size of mask image is same as the bounding
box of silhouette. Then we traverse pixels one by one and generate
marker points randomly only around the masked pixels within a 3D
sphere of radius rm (see Fig. 15). To distribute markers smoothly at
the edge, a logistic function is used to describe rm. Therefore, the rm

at pixel x can be defined as: rm(x) = R
(

1
1−e−knx −0.5

)
, where R is

the maximal radius and k determines the degree of how the function
is inclined. nx represents the amount of the unmasked pixel around x
within a 5×5 neighborhood. Typical values for these parameters are:
R = 10 and k = 0.4. Then all the markers are transformed back into
the original coordinate system easily with an inverse deformation.
Finally, the growth of tree can be guided by these markers. Fig. 16
shows some results of our method.

5 RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

In this paper, we developed an interactive modeling system based
on Pico Neo integrated machine, which contains an HMD and a
6-DOF motion controller. By alternately using the interactions

Figure 16: Examples of silhouette-based modeling.
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Figure 17: Comparison of computing time for tree modeling using
Palubicki’s method [14] and our improved space colonization approach.
In this experiment, each bud generates about 1300 marker points.

Figure 18: Comparison of trees created by sketches with Chen’s
method [1]. (a) A tree model created by 2D sketches of [1], the
branches of which are generally straight in side view. (b) A similar tree
created by 3D gesture directly using our method. (c) Side view of our
result. Note that branches can be bent at will through the controller.

provided by our system, it’s easy for the modeler to manipulate
3D tree structure and create complex artistic models. For example,
as shown in Fig. 19, the modeler first adjusts both position and
orientation of a selected tree part, and subsequently brushes two
strokes on the model. Compared with existing interactive systems
listed in Table 1, our system can directly manipulate 3D structure and
provide more flexible and easier operations for user. For example,
Fig. 18 shows the comparison with Chen’s sketch-based method
[1]. Chen’s method takes lots of time to infer 3D structure from
2D strokes, and the reconstructed branches are generally straight.
Whereas, our method can directly draw 3D branches at will in
real time using 6-DOF controller. Moreover, users can change
the parameters continuously using touchpad during modeling trees,
whereas the parameter adjustment and the modeling operations must
be performed separately in most of existing systems.

Additionally, to overcome the shortage of computing resources
of VR devices, we present an improved procedural modeling ap-
proach. The comparison of computing time is shown in Fig. 17. On
the premise of same environment and parameters, our method can
achieve same effect as [14] but use less memory and run faster.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we build an interactive system for modeling trees
using a head-mounted display and a 6-DOF motion controller. An
improved procedural tree modeling algorithm is first introduced to
model trees faster using the guided and weighted markers. In ad-
dition, based on a 6-DOF motion controller, the system provides
several effective interactions for users to adjust or define the 3D tree
structures flexibly. All the interactive operations are implemented
after considering the performance of VR devices. Compared with
2D input devices, it’s convenient for the user to model trees inter-
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Figure 19: Combination of different interactions. Left: translate and rotate a part of the tree simultaneously. Middle: brush 2 strokes based on
current model. Right: final modeling result.

Table 1: Comparisons of the interactive operations between existing
tree modeling methods and ours.

Method Sketch Edit Rotation and translation Brush

Okabe [12] 2D N/A N/A N/A

Tan [20] 2D N/A N/A N/A

Chen [1] 2D N/A N/A N/A

Longay [11] 2D 2D N/A 2D

Onishi [13] 3D L-String N/A N/A

Our method 3D 3D Simultaneously 3D

actively with 3D gesture input. Using the 3D Edit with motion
controller, translation and rotation can be handled simultaneously
and continuously, which is hard to be implemented by traditional
2D input devices. Also, our system supports 3D sketching to draw
3D branches directly. Using the 3D-brush and silhouette given by
the hand sketch, users can guide the growth directly with a specific
shape.
In the future, we would like to design a tree modeling system

based on interactions from two controllers rather than one. Addi-
tionally, it would be interesting to explore more forms of interactive
operations for tree modeling based on motion controller or other VR
input devices, like Leap Motion and VR gloves, etc.
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